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https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/COMPLETE/astromed/https://3d.si.edu/explorer?modelid=45
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Instead of relying on typical organic team formation, where teams form based on who knows each other or have worked together in the past, the Cognitive City platform scores each possible team with a quantitative score for its “innovation potential”.



Too little in common = low innovation potential
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Teams that don’t have enough in common get a low score.



Too little in common = low innovation potential

Too much in common = low innovation potential
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But, importantly, teams that have too much in common also get a low score.



Too little in common = low innovation potential

Too much in common = low innovation potential

Commonality with complementary difference = high innovation potential
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The high scores come from teams that have a combination of things in common but also complementary differences. While this is easy to represent in the 2-circle venn diagrams above, when you start considering many different attributes on scientists and their work, and teams bigger than 2-person collaborations, the solution space becomes incredibly complex – this is where the City shines:
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There are roughly 11,000 teams that got a score of 15, and these can be easily explored to see why. 



Score = 15 
11,373 teams like this
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Lower scored teams look like this: They have a lot of individual specialized knowledge, but they are held together by just a single common point of overlap like geographical experience in South Africa in this team’s case, 
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or domain expertise in Pharmacology in this case.
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Looking at slightly higher-scoring teams, score of 19 vs. 15 shows a slightly different team structure



Score = 19
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Notice that this team is connected not through personal attributes of the scientists, but through a common attribute on the project each of them completed. At the same time that their 3 projects all involve Clinical Research, notice that each project also brings something unique to the table that the others don’t have: imaging, established medicines, drug safety. This is the key to the Cognitive City algorithms – not trying to just maximize overlap. Having too little in common leads to a low score, but having too much in common leads to a low score too. The key to innovation is to have the right mix of commonality combined with the right amount of complementary differences. Our algorithms find these unique teams.
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Out of the 60 thousand possible teams in this cognitive city, there are just two with a score over 60, 



Score = 63
Only 2 teams like this – 4 parts/million!
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and look how different the team structure is!
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Placed side by side, the team with a score of 15 on the left, and the team with a score of 63 on the right, it’s obvious these teams are different beasts. But you can only tell when you have the tools to be able to look inside them like this. 
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There’s something subtle that’s happening here, and it’s worth pointing out - it gets at one of the key challenges inherent in cross-disciplinary collaboration – that’s the challenge of domain-specific language. When two thinkers from two different fields get together, they rarely speak the same language. I’ve heard Kristophe demo this xap a dozen times, and he never uses the word “concept” – he always uses the word “entity”. But when he demos it to David he uses the word concept 5 times in 30 seconds. Based on their common xap, which is all about concept mapping, he’s intuitively finding a common language that David will understand. And when David responds, he’s not only able to make the conceptual leap to why this xap seems like a huge leap forward to him, but he’s also able to explain it in the language of medical research that Kristophe understands. 
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I wish I could have had a functional MRI on David and Kristophe as this discussion was happening, because I think we would have seen that as they moved around in different areas of this idea space, getting closer to that optimal exaptation distance, I think we would have seen a different part of their brain starting to activate. There has been a number of research articles, most notably by Dr. Mark Beeman, about the differences in the parts of the brain that are active during normal problem solving vs. moments of insight. Normal problem solving is driven by the prefrontal cortex, but insight, it appears, is driven by a different part of the brain called the aSTG, the anterior Superior Temporal Gyrus. Dr. Beeman could predict when someone was about to solve an insight problem by looking at activation of the aSTG. We don’t have the benefit of an MRI, so we have to rely on excited interruptions:
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There’s our first exaptation, and exaptations are contagious. I had a couple other members of my team listening in, and we were all trying hard to just let David and Kristophe talk, but I think all of our aSTGs were activated and we were all brimming with ideas. Andrea was struck with an exaptation moments later that was worthy of another interruption
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If there’s one thing computers are good at it’s building large scale networks in very short periods of time, and letting us optimize how they operate. Using software to facilitate ideas in the way described can be scaled very big very fast. 






Dave King
king@exaptive.com
@dking513

Thank you!
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